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abouT The RepoRT 1

sTudy MeThodology 

The results of the survey are based on scripted face 
to face interviews and open ended discussions with 
key executives who were most involved with the 
day to day management of the Visa Corporate Card. 
Companies interviewed were the early adopters of 
the Visa Corporate Card solution in China.

desCRIpTIon of The CoMpanIes 

The companies in the study included both local 
and multinational companies from various 
industries ranging from construction machinery, 
pharmaceuticals, financial services, information 
and technology services, retail, and fast-moving 
consumer goods. Located across China, their 
revenues ranged from US$500 million to US$60 
billion and employed 120 to 2,800 employees.

puRpose of The sTudy

The main purpose of this study is to perform a 
comprehensive review of the adoption of the Visa 
Corporate Card program in local and multinational 
companies based in China. This report also 
identifies the major trends and dynamics shaping 
the corporate travel industry in China.
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exeCuTIve suMMaRy2
oveRvIew 

The current economic climate reveals following trends that would shape China’s future 

corporate travel landscape:

• Rise in domestic trips – Given the rising middle class population with high 

disposable incomes, companies in China will be looking to further penetrate and 

establish their presence in the local market.  

• Change in international business trip destinations – The economy of its key trading 

partners are still recovering from the effects of the global financial crisis. In order to 

achieve sustainable growth, companies in China will be widening their scope beyond 

the conventional markets in search for new opportunities in newer geographies.

Reasons foR adopTIon 

Despite the vast opportunities that the recovering global economy provides and the 

strength of China’s local economy, companies remain cautious of the future economic 

environment. Companies thus seek to minimize costs through improved operational 

efficiency, in order to free resources for taking advantage of the attractive opportunities.  

In order to strike a balance between productivity, efficiency, and costs, respondents 

have cited the following reasons as the most influencing and compelling factors for 

adopting the Visa Corporate Card solution:

• Improve traveler satisfaction

• Reduce cash advances

• Enhance employee productivity through simplifying Travel and Entertainment (T&E) 

related processes

• Improve compliance with T&E policies

IMpRoveMenTs aChIeved

86% of respondents have reported that the Visa Corporate Card program has been 

instrumental in achieving the companies’ strategic goals for the following reasons: 

• Enables effective liquidity management through a significant reduction in the usage 

of cash advance

• Enhanced travel satisfaction and safety for employees by reducing the amount of 

cash brought on trips

• Improved control on T&E spending through increased visibility on T&E compliance

• Improved T&E management through increased visibility in T&E expenditure values 

and volumes
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ouTlook on CoRpoRaTe 
TRavel In ChIna
With its booming economy, China is witnessing a surge in corporate travels as 

businesses aim to build their brands and presence in both the local and global market.  

However, given that the economy is still in its recovery phase, liquidity is still under 

pressure. Companies in China must seek for ways to strike a balance between the need 

for rapid expansion to take advantage of the attractive markets while minimizing costs.  

The solution is thus to focus on managing budgets and gaining maximum efficiency in 

their business operations as sources of potential savings.

seTTIng The sTage

Since its market liberalization reforms in 1978, China has become the second largest 

economy, after the United States, surpassing Japan and Germany. It is currently the 

world’s largest exporter and second largest importer of goods1.    

Its rapid economic growth has attracted much of the global business activity in recent 

years. This is seen in the remarkable growth of China’s GDP, where it has exceeded that 

of the developing nations and according to the International Monetary Fund, is expected 

to grow faster than the world’s GDP growth rate by at least two-folds.

3

people’s RepublIC 
of ChIna 
Selected Country Indicators

nominal gdp (2010): 
US$5,878,257 million

gdp per Capita (2009): 
3,678

gdp growth (2010): 
10.3%

gdp (ppp) as a share of world total (2009): 
12.5%

population (2009): 
1.3 billion

employment (2009): 
78 million

1 World Trade Organization.
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2 Deloitte Publication – Consumer 2020.

With a population of more than one billion and an abundant supply of low-cost labor, 

China is attractive both as a consumer market and a favorable location to manufacture 

products.

As such, the number of business trips will continue to grow alongside the country’s 

economic growth. This is further demonstrated by the increasing value of trade 

flows as companies will continue to conduct business trips as an effective form of 

communication in trade partnerships.  

However, the future of corporate travel is going to witness a change from the traditional 

markets to the domestic, new, and underserved markets. As a result of the 2008 

financial crisis, China’s traditional key trading partners will no longer be able to sustain 

the country’s export sector2, where they have previously been responsible for the 

nation’s rapid growth. Despite trade flows bouncing back to the pre-crisis level with 31% 

for exports and 39% for imports in 2010, the uncertainty surrounding the consumer 

demand of its key trading partners will drive China to seek new sources of growth.
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TRadIng shIfTs To new MaRkeTs 

The impact of the global financial crisis took a hit to China’s export sector. As the 

economy was fueled by an export-led growth, it was closely tied with that of its key 

export trading partners – the United States, Japan and the European Union. As demand 

in these economies contracted, China’s international trade was adversely affected 

where exports declined by 16% in 20093.  

One of the lessons learnt is that the country will no longer be able to entirely depend 

on its traditional trading partners and is thus looking for new markets to drive the 

nation’s growth. Additionally, with the country’s rising middle class population, domestic 

demand will be one of the key driving forces for the country’s growth.   

Two trends that shape business travels in the coming years:

• Rise in domestic business trips

• Change in international business trip destinations

loCal CoMpanIes desIRe foR oveRseas expansIon 

Exchange rate fluctuations and falling asset prices abroad as result of the financial crisis 

have created opportunities for Chinese companies4. Combined with country’s rapid 

economic growth, this has driven more and more Chinese firms to expand abroad in 

seeking new business opportunities, acquire advance technology and management 

skills or simply to avoid intense local competition. This is reflected by the country’s high 

FDI outflows. 

In 2009, China has not only become the largest investor among the developed 

countries, but also the sixth largest investor in the world, after the United States, France, 

Japan, Germany and Hong Kong5.    

FDI outflows reached US$48 billion6, with companies favoring investment in countries 

with close cultural links. Overseas investments have traditionally been towards 

industries that are most active in the domestic market; that is in the manufacturing 

industry7. However, the Chinese Government has encouraged investments in countries 

rich in natural resources as a hedge against the expected price inflation of raw outputs8. 

As such, investments in agriculture, mining and energy industries of Brazil, Russia and 

India have experienced an upsurge in recent years9.     

Apart from the traditional Greenfield investment, one popular way for Chinese 

companies to enter the international market is through mergers and acquisitions 

(M&A). Between September 2009 and June 2010 alone, local firms were involved in 

143 outbound M&A worth US$34.3 billion10.

3 International Trade Center. 
4 World Trade Organization.
5 UNCTAD – World Investment Report (2010).
6 UNCTAD – World Investment Report (2010). 
7 China Council for the Promotion of International Trade.
8 Deloitte Publication – “Emerging from the twilight: the next chapter of Chinese outbound M&A (October 2010)”.
9 Deloitte Publication – “Emerging from the twilight: the next chapter of Chinese outbound M&A (October 2010)”.
10 Deloitte Publication – “Emerging from the twilight: the next chapter of Chinese outbound M&A (October 2010)”.
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11 UNCTAD – World Investment Prospects Survey (2009).

Current trend of M&A and a hunger for growth will undoubtedly translate into an 

increased frequency in corporate travel as companies hunt and negotiate for deals. 

Corporate travel destinations will also be more varied and to more distant countries 

as companies become more ambitious, widening their scope to beyond Asia which 

currently accounts for the largest share of M&A and other Overseas Direct Investment 

activities. Africa and South America, especially Brazil, will increasingly become among 

the top destinations for corporate travel due to its market attractiveness for Chinese 

businesses.

ConTInued aTTRaCTIveness foR foReIgn dIReCT InvesTMenTs 

Given the size of the local market, abundant labor supply, and presence of suppliers and 

partners, China remains one of the biggest recipients of the foreign direct investments 

(FDI). It is ranked as one of the top five investment destinations in the world, receiving a 

total of US$95 billion in total inbound FDI in 200911.  

This number not only represents the number of newly established multinational 

enterprises entering China, but also the increase in business activities of the existing 

enterprises already established in the country.
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CuRRenT CondITIon of 
CoRpoRaTe TRavel 
gRowTh In busIness TRIps In ChIna

As the economy begins to recover, businesses will continue to increase their 

expenditure on Travel and Entertainment (T&E).

4
“Before 2008, T&E 
spend amount 
increased by 10% 
each year. However, 
after the crisis, we 
expect this amount 
to stabilize.”
Senior Executive at Adidas

The steep rise in business trips between 2009 and 2010 clearly demonstrates that 

businesses are taking advantage of the opportunities of the recovering economic 

conditions.   

There are several key factors in place that would support the rising trend in business 

trips in the coming years: 

• government initiative – The Chinese Government has been supportive in 

encouraging the growth of the tourism industry through the liberalization of visa 

legislations and signed agreements on tourism cooperation. This in turn benefits 

business travelers as more overseas destinations are permitted.

• growing aviation industry – Aviation agreement signed between China and the 

US will result in an increase in the number of flights available. This will significantly 

benefit many business travelers, particularly as the US remains the top trading 

partners for Chinese businesses.

T&E expenditure accounted for a sizeable amount of their total operating expenses, 

with some respondents spending up to RMB 65,000 in 2010. Given the attractive 

business environment both locally and globally, this number is forecasted for double 

digit growth. “We expect to see T&E spend increase by at least 20% each year as we 

increase the number of employees and the recent company developments,” stated a 

Senior Executive at a global fund management company when asked about the outlook 

on his company’s corporate travels.   

However, with steep decline in revenues as result of the global economic crisis, 

businesses looked to cut costs and focused on improving efficiency to withstand the 

market conditions. Multinational companies in particular are still feeling the effects 

of the recession from their home country, where the crisis hit the hardest. Prior to the 

crisis, T&E related expenditure sharply increased year to year. However, after 2008, 

T&E expenditure stabilized as companies became more cautious with their spending.

exhibit 7. business trips by type (Thousands)
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TRavel desTInaTIons

Domestic business travels accounts for the largest share of business travels for 

companies across all industries and for both local and multinational companies. This is 

reflective of the current business environment.

With China contributing to most of the global growth in consumer spending12, majority 

of business activities have occurred within the country as companies focus on 

establishing and increasing their market share in the local market. The rising middle 

class with high disposable incomes, particularly for discretionary spending, will lead to a 

rise in retail sales13. As attractive market conditions bring substantial growth, especially 

for those operating in the consumer business industry, travel and entertainment (T&E) 

expenditures will increase as companies look to expand.   

The high share of domestic destinations, particularly for local companies could also be 

attributable to the visa requirements for local citizens. However, future outbound travels 

for locals may well change over the years with the government increasing the number 

of approved overseas destinations through increased international cooperation and the 

liberalization of visa legislation14.  

In spite of this, business trips to domestic destinations will still dominate in the near 

future. The growing middle class population in China have resulted in a shift from the 

historically export-driven growth from the developed countries to growth driven by 

domestic consumer spending15. As such, businesses will focus on further penetrating 

the local market while waiting for the overseas economies to recover. 

Other Industries
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4%

Domestic Cross Border

Multinational Companies

74%

26%

exhibit 8. Travel destinations

Consumer Business
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33%
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3%

Local Companies

12 Deloitte Publication – Consumer 2020.
13 Deloitte Publication – Consumer 2020.
14 Business Monitor International – China Tourism Report Q3 2011.
15 Deloitte Publication – “Emerging from the twilight: the next chapter of Chinese outbound M&A (October 2010)”.
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exhibit 9. T&e expenditure breakdown
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16 Business Monitor International – China Tourism Report Q3 2011.

Note: Totals in charts may not exactly match to 100% due to rounding.

bReakdown of T&e expendITuRe 

In 2010, air tickets accounted for half T&E expenditure for companies in the consumer 

business industry, followed by hotel and food and entertainment with 30% and 20% 

respectively. Conversely, companies in other industries recorded air tickets to be the 

smallest share of their T&E expenditure at only 22%.

Such distributions reflect the nature of the business. Consumer businesses focus on 

brand building by road shows and other promotions activities which require frequent, 

short-term domestic and international trips. International trips, which have higher air 

fares, account for a larger portion of total business trips at 33%. For other industries, 

the nature requires sales force to travel in order to build and maintain relationships 

with their clients. Such kind of travel purpose explains the high portion of food and 

entertainment expenses.

When comparing in terms of the companies’ country of origin, food and entertainment 

accounted for the largest share of total T&E expenditure for local companies, while it 

was flight tickets for multinational companies. This is reflective of the higher share of 

international trips (26%) conducted by employees of multinational companies.

With prices for air fares on the rise as a result of the increases in oil prices, coupled with 

the government support for domestic tourism increasing hotel fares16, multinational 

companies and those in the consumer business industry will expect to see their T&E 

budgets increasing significantly.
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Reasons foR adopTIon

Challenges In The new eConoMy

As the economy begins its recovery phase, companies need to remain competitive to 

take advantage of the favorable opportunities. With corporate travels on the rise, this 

has placed an increasing amount of pressure on companies’ expenses. Given the high 

uncertainties surrounding the economy’s future developments, finance executives need 

a solution that will minimize costs through improved process efficiency.  

Respondents have cited the following as the main challenges faced by their companies 

in relation to their T&E management:

• Increasing pressure on its cash flow position – As a result of the financial crisis, 

liquidity has become one of the biggest problems facing many companies today.  

Banks are reluctant to provide new lending or even renew existing facilities. As the 

economy has slowed, more and more businesses are challenged in servicing their 

debts and ensuring adequacy of working capital.

• high process inefficiencies – The long and complicated process of cash advances 

and paper-based invoicing have resulted in time being spent away from productive 

work. At times of rapid business expansion and establishing market share to take 

advantage of the new opportunities, maximum productivity of employees is required.   

Furthermore, there are tremendous potential costs savings to be achieved from being 

able to eliminate redundant administrative procedures.

• Improving employee convenience – Traveling is often a tiring activity for employees, 

particularly for those who do it frequently and over long durations. In order to 

achieve maximum productivity, employees thus need to be given the tools that will 

help them to complete their tasks with less hassle.

• eliminating costs from incompliance – As companies are already tight on cash, they 

cannot afford for the unnecessary additional costs arising from fraudulent behavior 

and misuse of T&E allowance. In addition, for certain industries, noncompliance can be 

detrimental to the company which includes paying large fines and ruined reputation.

5

“We hope to see total 
T&E expenditure 
reduce by at least 
10% from the 
adoption of the 
Visa Corporate 
Card program.”
Senior Executive at Sany Overseas

“It was hard to trace 
for fraudulent 
transactions before 
we launched the 
Visa Corporate 
Card program.”
Senior Executive at 
GCI Science & Technology
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TaCklIng The Challenges ThRough an eleCTRonIC payMenT soluTIon

Visa Corporate Card program offers an attractive solution for companies to address 

both the operational and non-operational issues that arise from using a cash-based 

payment method. This was evident given that 72% of the companies had adopted the 

corporate card program after 2008 when the financial crisis revealed the adversities of 

having inefficient processes.  

Respondents have stated the following as the top reasons for adopting the 

Visa Corporate Card program:

• 86% of respondents said improving traveler satisfaction levels was the most 

important reason in deciding to adopt the corporate card program

• 6% of respondents reported that the reduction of cash advance was influential in 

encouraging employees to use the corporate cards 

• 72% of respondents rated enhancing employee productivity by simplifying the T&E-

related processes as the second most important reason for card adoption

• 57% of respondents believed that the use of cards would enable their employees to 

improve the compliance with T&E policies

Reasons foR adopTIon depends on The naTuRe of The busIness 

Given the different nature of each company, reasons for adoption varied from companies 

of different industries.  

Majority of the companies interviewed in consumer business industry favored 

increasing employee convenience and satisfaction as their main priority for adopting the 

Visa Corporate Card program. This is reflective of their employee-centric way of doing 

business. As such, the corporate cards were introduced as an alternative rather than 

compulsory method of payment. Despite having the option, “employees wanted to get 

the Visa Corporate Card as they no longer had to use their own money and worry about 

personal credit card bill payments” stated Wing Wang, Finance Manager at Pepsi China.  

exhibit 10. average rate of importance of the following reasons for adopting the corporate card 
program by all companies. five being the most important and one being the least importance.

Improve traveler satisfaction levels

Reduce cash advances 

Enhance employee productivity 
by simplifying T&E processes

Improve compliance to 
company T&E policies

Reduce T&E processing costs

Least Important Most Important

1 2 3 4 50
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IMpRoveMenTs aChIeved

Overall response to the Visa Corporate Card program has been exceptionally positive.   

86% of the respondents have stated that the program has achieved the strategic goals 

and half of the respondents have 100% of their workforce fully utilizing the corporate 

cards for T&E expenditure.  

The Visa Corporate Card program has been instrumental in achieving the companies’ 

strategic goals for the following reasons: 

• Enables effective liquidity management through a significant reduction in the usage 

of cash advance

• Enhanced travel satisfaction and safety for employees by reducing the amount of 

cash brought on trips

• Improved control on T&E spending through increased visibility on T&E compliance

• Improved T&E management through increased visibility in T&E expenditure values 

and volumes

aReas of sIgnIfICanT gaIns

Achievements by the Visa Corporate Card program can be broken down into three main 

areas, namely:

1. opeRaTIonal effICIenCy

• faster processing time – Transaction reports by Visa, detailing the values and 

volumes of each transaction as well as the time and place in which it has occurred 

have significantly reduced the time taken to verify payments and thus the 

reimbursement of claims.  

• Improved liquidity management – Companies recorded more than an 80% reduction 

in their cash advance applications, with some companies even entirely eliminating 

the cash advance procedure. In turn, this have positively impacted the companies’ 

cash flow position and improved its liquidity management, which was the second 

most important goal for card adoption.  

• streamlined reporting – Visa’s detailed transaction reports can be streamlined 

into company’s proprietary expense management reporting system. This reduces 

the need for finance staff to manually input the data, thus eliminating a step in the 

process, while also guaranteeing higher accuracy from less human error.

6
“The use of cash 
advance has 
been reduced to 
almost zero.”
Senior Executive at Foreign Fund 
Management Company
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“Level of efficiency has doubled after the 
adoption of the Visa Corporate Card. 
Previously, the number of finance staff 
increased proportionately with the number 
of employees. Now, as our company 
quadrupled in size, finance has only doubled.”
Senior Executive at Novo Nordisk 

2. eMployee ConvenIenCe and pRoduCTIvITy

• enhanced traveler satisfaction – Visa Corporate Card allows payment for almost 

all T&E-related expenses, from air tickets, hotel fares and food and entertainment. 

Its worldwide acceptance enables employees to travel without having to worry 

about their safety from possible theft as the amount cash carried on trips is 

significantly reduced.   

• Improved personal finance – With the use of corporate cards, employees no longer 

have to dip into their own pockets to pay for T&E expenditures as bill payments 

are first covered by the companies. In addition, having the corporate card in hand 

ensures that employees have enough to pay for the necessary additional payments 

from unplanned activities or extension in duration.  

• Increased productivity – Reduction in time associated with application of cash 

advance process and claims process has resulted to more time spent on the core 

responsibilities of the employees, and thus more revenue-generating work.

3. MonIToRIng and ConTRol

• set credit limits – Flexibility of Visa Corporate Card allows each card limit to be  

determined based on the unique needs of the company, whether by the individual 

employee profile or their position and department. This enables management exert 

granular control on spending, better accountability, and ability to prevent misuse of 

T&E allowance.  

• faster response to noncompliance with policies – Areas of breach can be swiftly 

detected and dealt with due to the increased visibility in T&E expenditure by 

employees. Companies who have implemented an automated expense reporting 

system are able to automatically receive alerts for expenditures that have exceeded 

the budgets.
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CRITICal suCCess faCToRs

dRIvIng foRCes ThaT keep The pRogRaMs goIng

Respondents have stated three main factors that have been instrumental in driving the 

continuous adoption and acceptance of the Visa Corporate Card program:

• phased rollout approach – Companies who have introduced the corporate card in a 

gradual approach to employees have reported high, if not, full utilization of corporate 

cards by all of its employees. As employees are given the time to get used to the 

changes associated with the adoption of the corporate card, this approach is said to 

be crucial for company-wide acceptance.  

• automated expense management system – In order to realize the optimum benefits 

and potentially increase company savings, the use of corporate cards should be 

integrated with an electronic expense reporting system. Respondents who have 

implemented an expense management reporting system have described tremendous 

benefits in efficiency. It allows the finance department the ability to review and 

approve expenses submitted by employees in a timely manner and with higher 

accuracy, thus reducing the administrative costs associated with the redundant 

workload of manually matching receipts with employee-filled claim forms.  

• T&e company policy – A clear and solid T&E policy can serve as the foundation of 

the company’s T&E management framework. This allows employees, from those who 

spend the T&E allowance to those who process the payments, to clearly understand 

the relevant procedures associated with the card usage. In turn, cards are used 

according to its intended purpose and its benefits fully maximized.

7
“Let employees 
enjoy the benefits 
of the card.”
Senior Executive at Adidas

“Success of corporate 
card program 
implementation is 
down to having clearly 
defined policies.”
Senior Executive at Sany Overseas
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ConClusIon

China’s fast growing economy offers vast amount of opportunities for both local and 

multinational companies to expand and increase business activities. Focus for growth 

has shifted to new, non-traditional markets as the impact of the global economic 

crisis has changed consumer spending behavior. Businesses will thus have to adapt 

to the demands of these new markets. Given the sharp rise of 13.3% in the last year17, 

it is expected that the trend in corporate travels will continue its dramatic increase as 

companies are in search for new trading partners, suppliers and business development 

opportunities.  

However, the current challenging business environment requires that companies 

remain cautious of costs. With the economy still in its recovery phase, companies 

remain uncertain of the business prospects ahead. Prices for corporate travels have 

also increased with the rise in oil prices resulting in higher air fares. Increasing spending 

power of the middle class is also driving demand for hotel rooms leading to rising hotel 

room rates from tourism.  

This places companies in a dilemma. As face to face meetings are considered to be one 

of the most effective ways to enter into partnerships and build lasting relationships, 

how can businesses take advantage of the opportunities while keeping costs at a 

minimum? Overlooking these opportunities would essentially mean losing out to the 

competition. The rise in trade flows have clearly indicated that companies are no longer 

in the defensive, but have moved towards aggressive growth. Yet, companies are facing 

resource constraints as a result of the economic crisis, including tightening credit and 

reduction in employees.  

Faced with these challenges, companies will seek innovative ways in which they can 

operate more efficiently and better manage their costs. Despite the possibility of rising 

T&E expenditures, slashing down corporate travel is no longer a solution. Companies 

have done so in the past, as this may have been an effective means in the past when 

the opportunities were mostly local, however, with increasing globalization this may 

not be an effective strategy for the future. As increase in T&E expenditures is essential 

for seeking future growth, corporate focus will thus be on better controlling the T&E 

expenditures, eliminating unnecessary administrative costs and procedures, as well as 

streamlining processes in order to support the increase in business travel. Companies 

who would focus on addressing these issues will ride the wave of the fast growing 

economy and enjoy the benefits of the new environment.
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17 Business Monitor International – China Tourism Report Q3 2011.
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